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QUESTION 1

You are designing an application by using Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) and Microsoft .NET Framework 4. 

The user interface (UI) tier of the application will be implemented in WPF. 

The middle tier of the application is implemented by using an existing COM component. The middle tier contains a long-
running method named ProcessData. 

You need to ensure that users can continue to use the UI while ProcessData is running. 

What should you do? 

A. Use an asynchronous worker thread to call ProcessData. 

B. Use the Invoke method of the Dispatcher class to call ProcessData. 

C. Call the Run method of the Dispatcher class before invoking ProcessData. 

D. Call the DoEvents method of the Application class before invoking ProcessData. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You are designing an application by using Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) and Microsoft .NET Framework 4. 

You create a control named HelpViewer to view the Help documentation of the application. The HelpViewer control must
be available to a windows in the application. 

You need to ensure that the application allows users to perform the following tasks: 

Bookmark their location in the documentation and return to the bookmark from any window. 

Hide the HelpViewer control. 

Dock the HelpViewer control. 

You create a main window as a base class. What should you do next? 

A. ?Add the HelpViewer control to the window at runtime. ?Inherit all other window classes in the application from the
main window base class. 

B. ?Add the HelpViewer control to a DockPanel control at runtime. ?Inherit all other window classes in the application
from the main window base class. 

C. ?Add the HelpViewer control and a Frame control to a DockPanel control to the window at runtime. ?Create all other
windows in the application as pages and host them in the Frame control. 

D. ?Add the HelpViewer control and a Frame control to a StackPanel control to the window at runtime. ?Create all other
windows in the application as pages and host them in the Frame control. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

You are designing updates to an existing Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) application that connects to a
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 database. The application updates will require updates to the database. 

You have the following requirements: 

Prevent data loss. 

Recover the database if the database update fails. 

You need to recommend a database deployment strategy. 

Which two actions should you recommend? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution.Choose two.) 

A. Place the database in single-user mode before deploying the changes. 

B. Specify the simple recovery model for the database. 

C. Specify the full recovery model for the database. 

D. Place the database in restricted user mode before deploying the changes. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are designing a Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) application. 

The application calls methods that perform long-running computational tasks. 

You need to recommend an approach for ensuring that the application remains responsive while the tasks are
executing. 

What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution.Choose two.) 

A. Use synchronous method calls from a thread other than the thread on which the user interface runs. 

B. Run the user interface from a new multi-threaded apartment (MTA) thread. 

C. Use synchronous method calls from the user interface thread. 

D. Use asynchronous method calls from the user interface thread. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 5

You are updating a Windows desktop client application that was created by using Microsoft .NET Framework 4 and
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. 

The application displays data derived from several database queries. The display takes a long time to update. 

The application currently uses a BackgroundWorker thread and a Parallel.ForEach statement on that thread. 

Users have requested a modification to the program that would allow them to interrupt the display of data and begin
processing a new and different query. 

You decide to provide a new Stop button on the user interface (UI) to allow the user to terminate the current data display
and initiate the new query. 

The main UI thread must be notified when the current data processing is terminated so that the new query can be
started. 

You need to implement the Stop button event handler. 

What should you do? 

A. Use the DoWork handler of the worker thread and test a shared status value. Use a break statement to terminate the
Parallel.ForEach loop. 

B. Use the DoWork handler of the worker thread and test a shared status value. Use a loopStatus.Stop() statement to
terminate the Parallel.ForEach loop. 

C. Use the DoWork handler of the worker thread and test a shared status value. Use the Thread.AbortQ statement to
terminate the worker thread. Start a new BackgroundWorker thread from the main UI thread. 

D. Use a CancelAsync() function to cancel the worker thread. In the Parallel.ForEach loop, test the CancellationPending
property. If the property is set to true, perform the following tasks: 

Write a loopStatus.Stop() statement. 

Set the DoWorkEventArgs.Cancel property to true. 

Use a return statement to exit from the loop. 

Correct Answer: D 
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